
eSignature for Business
Executive Summary

Unlock the business value from eSignature technology using Legalesign; a secure, fast, 

adaptable, scalable and comprehensive signing platform for daily business use.

Why use eSignature

The Future of Document Signing, Witnessing and Approvals

 Tamper-proof & legally soun

 Digitisation of business operation

 Fully paperless 

Best Practice in Document Management

 Real-time visibility on statu

 Central control & oversigh

 Audit trails all activity

Excellent Customer Experience

 Sign from any device with an internet connection; desktop, tablet, phon

 No requirement for printer, scanner and in

 Guided form completion and signing, lowering error rates 

Legalesign - A secure & comprehensive platform

Proven & Robust - millions of documents sent and signed

Legalesign is a proven application that is scalable, adaptable,  immediately available and used by organisations 
across the UK; public sector and private, large and small. In comparison with other platforms,  Legalesign is 
closely aligned to UK law, has UK located data, has a strong compliance & security basis and is on call for 
customers.

Data Security - Certified ISO 27001 for Data Protection & Cyber Essentials Plus

ISO 27001 ensures Legalesign deploys best practice in information security for data protection, as well as a 
continuous improvement process, which is externally audited. Certified since 2015. GDPR Ready & Cyber 
Essentials Plus Certified.

Gold standard in Document Tamper-Proofing - Certified PDFs

Tamper-proof Certified PDFs with long-term validation (LTV) are generated using hardware security modules 
(HSMs), for the highest level of contract integrity.

legalesign.com 01223 628 950 support@legalesign.com



Why use eSignature & the Average Speed of Signing 

(customer survey, July 2022)

Why do our clients use eSignature?
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Legalesign Systems Architecture

Encrypted, fully redundant & highly available
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eSignature in Law: the Advanced Electronic Signature

EU eIDAS Regulation 910/2014 effective 1 July 2016

The signature must be uniquely linked to a 

signatory

The signatory must be able to use the 

software unaided

Legalesign’s process uses email with a one-
use link. Further authentication methods can 

be added

The clear signer interface is easy to use from 
any device

The signature must be capable of 

identifying the signatory

Subsequent changes to the data that has 

been signed must be detectable

Audit log + email + signing process identifies 
the signatory

Legalesign’s certification process ensures 
documents are verifiably tamper-proof

Legalesign offers "Advanced Electronic Signature" as defined within the EU eIDAS regulations. Advanced Electronic Signature is widely recognised 
and respected across the EU and Worldwide as a high standard for electronic signatures.
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